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Summary
Rhodopsin, the prototypical G-protein-coupled receptor, which
is densely packed in the disc membranes of rod outer
segments, was proposed to function as a monomer. However,
a growing body of evidence indicates dimerization and oligomerization of numerous G-protein-coupled receptors, and
atomic force microscopy images revealed rows of rhodopsin
dimers in murine disc membranes. In this work we demonstrate
by electron microscopy of negatively stained samples, blue
native- and sodium dodecyl sulphate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, chemical crosslinking, and by proteolysis that
native bovine rhodopsin exists mainly as dimers and higher
oligomers. These results corroborate the recent findings from
atomic force microscopy and molecular modeling on the
supramolecular structure and packing arrangement of murine
rhodopsin dimers.
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G protein-coupled receptor; HEPES, N-(2-hydroxyethyl) piperazineN?-2-ethanesulfonic acid; LC-SPDP, succinimidyl 6-[3-(2-pyridyldithio)-propionamido]hexanoate; ROS, rod outer segment(s); SB,
sample buffer; SDS-PAGE, sodium dodecyl sulphate-polyacrylamide
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Introduction
In all vertebrate organisms, G protein-coupled receptors
(GPCRs) constitute a large superfamily of receptor proteins
with similar overall topology responsible for signal transduction (see http://www.gpcr.org/7tm) [1,2]. In addition to communicating signals carried by fluctuating levels of hormones,
neurotransmitters, and peptides across the plasma mem*To whom correspondence should be addressed.
e-mail: dimitrios.fotiadis@unibas.ch

brane, GPCRs mediate taste and odor recognition, as well as
phototransduction in the retina. Three mammalian subfamilies of GPCRs have been identified (named A, B, and C), with
family A being by far the largest (reviewed in refs. [1,3,4]).
The members of the GPCR-A subfamily are more closely
related to each other within a few functional regions than to
the members of other subfamilies, although the overall
sequence homology even within the subfamily is low.
GPCRs propagate their signals through the activation of
their cognate G proteins and interactions with other signaling
molecules [5,6]. The functional unit of these receptors in
biosynthesis, resting state, and activation processes could
not be identified due to the scarcity of these receptors in the
native tissues and difficulties of working with membrane
proteins. Yet, early work on these receptors provided strong
evidence that GPCRs might operate as signaling dimers. For
example, ligand binding assays suggested a cooperativity
between adrenergic receptors [7]. Such cooperativity was
likewise suggested by the observed modification of pharmacological properties of two co-expressed opioid receptor
subtypes as compared to individually expressed subtypes
[8]. Radiation inactivation studies pointed out the presence of
oligomeric structures of GPCRs and G proteins [9]. A number
of pharmacological and chemical methods were more
recently employed to validate formation and function of
oligomeric/dimeric forms of GPCRs, and insightful reviews
were published [10 /17]. These experimental results include
direct functional and obligatory dimerization for the coupling
and intracellular transport between two homologous subunits
of g-aminobutyric acid (GABA) receptors [18 /20], dimeric
structure of the extracellular domain of the metabotropic
glutamate receptor, linked by a disulfide bridge [21], genetic
and biochemical evidence of oligomerization of the a-factor
receptor in yeast [22], Cys cross-linking indicating a symmetrical dimer interface in the dopamine D2 receptor [23], and
identification of a pentameric complex between the dimeric
leukotriene B4 receptor BLT1 and its G protein [24].
Retinal rod photoreceptors are post-mitotic neurons that
are responsible for capturing visible photons and transducing
the light signal via a biochemical cascade of reactions, which
enable communication with the secondary neurons [25].
These events are initiated by conformational changes in
the light-sensitive pigment, rhodopsin, which is one of the
best studied GPCR. The light-induced conformational
change of rhodopsin, known as bleaching, is followed by a
series of second-messenger system reactions termed phototransduction [26,27]. Rods are highly differentiated cells with
cylindrical outer segments (ROS) containing all components
necessary for phototransduction. ROS are composed of
stacks of 1000 /2000 independent, pan cake-shaped disc
membranes surrounded by a plasma membrane. The stacking of these internal cellular membrane structures ensures a
dense packing of light-absorbing rhodopsins, which consti-
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tute /90% of all disc membrane proteins, and in turn, a high
probability of single photon absorption [28]. Rhodopsin
occupies :/50% of the space within the discs, corresponding
to an approximately 3 mM concentration within ROS [29].
Knockout mice lacking rhodopsin do not develop ROS,
indicating a structural role of rhodopsin in addition to its
photon driven signaling function [30,31].
The high density of rhodopsin in disc membranes, the
availability of native material, the high expression levels, and
new biochemical and biophysical methods have all contributed to the leading role of studies on rhodopsin in the GPCR
field (reviewed in ref. [32]). For example, the crystal structure
of rhodopsin was recently elucidated [33], providing the first
molecular details about how this GPCR binds its ligand, the
chromophore 11-cis -retinal, and how it may activate the
cognate G-proteins [27,34 /37]. This structure also allowed
construction and validation of numerous prediction models of
other GPCRs (reviewed in ref. [38]). Recent biochemical
studies demonstrated the existence of detergent-resistant
membrane microdomains in ROS and therefore a nonuniform distribution of lipids and proteins [39 /41]. In addition,
the existence of rhodopsin dimers and higher oligomers
organized into rafts and paracrystals has been demonstrated
by transmission electron (TEM) and atomic force microscopy
(AFM) in native murine disc membranes [42 /44]. These data
are further reinforced by a semi-empirical model of rhodopsin’s supramolecular organization in the native membrane
(model IV /V), and its interaction with transducin (a G
protein) and arrestin (a regulatory protein) [43 /46]. More
recently, crosslinking experiments confirmed the existence of
rhodopsin dimers [47]. A dimeric or higher oligomeric
functional form of rhodopsin is supported by the structural
information available on G proteins and rhodopsin, and
biophysical data that identify different interacting regions on
the interface between these proteins [48]. In particular, the
size of the G protein surface interacting with rhodopsin
has been shown to be almost twice as large as the exposed
cytoplasmic surface of a single rhodopsin molecule [49,50].
However, all these results are in conflict with a model that
assumes rapid diffusion of rhodopsin in the ‘‘mosaic’’ fluid
disc membrane [51]. This view of the unobstructed mobility of
the receptor was supported by biophysical measurements of
rhodopsin diffusion and rotation in disc membranes, as well
as by low-resolution neutron diffraction, mostly carried out in
amphibian photoreceptors [52 /55]. In most of these studies,
photoactivation of rhodopsin did not affect the results (see
also ref. [56]), suggesting that this lack of pre-organization
did not change upon activation of rhodopsin.
In this work, we have used well-established and accessible
methods to explore the higher order structure of rhodopsin in
solution and in the native membrane. Bovine ROS membranes were prepared by the methods commonly employed
by laboratories working on rhodopsin [57]. In contrast to our
previous studies mainly by AFM, disc membranes were
analyzed by TEM, blue native-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (BN-PAGE), sodium dodecyl sulphate-polyacrylamide
gel
electrophoresis
(SDS-PAGE),
chemical
crosslinking, and by proteolysis. The results unequivocally
point to the presence of rhodopsin dimers and higher
oligomers in native bovine disc membranes.

Results
Transmission electron microscopy of isolated disc
membranes
Negatively stained disc membranes from bovine ROS
revealed the typical morphology for intact discs (Figure
1(a )). Power spectra (Figure 1(b )) calculated from circular
disc membrane areas (broken circle 1) showed a diffuse ring
at :/(45 Å)1. This indicated paracrystallinity of rhodopsin in
the native membrane as previously observed with disc
membranes from mouse by TEM and AFM [42 /44]. Power
spectra calculated from circular carbon film regions (broken
circle 2) did not reveal such diffuse diffraction (Figure 1(c )).

BN-PAGE of unbleached and bleached disc membranes
To explore the oligomeric state of rhodopsin in solution, DMsolubilized disc membranes were analyzed by BN-PAGE.
Unbleached (Figure 2(a ) and Figure 2(b ); lane R) and
bleached (Figure 2(b ); lane O) samples revealed the

Figure 1. Transmission electron microscopy of negatively stained
native disc membranes adsorbed on carbon ﬁlm. (a ) Morphology of a
native disc membrane from bovine. (b ) Average of ﬁve power
spectra calculated from circular regions as marked on the displayed
disc membrane by the broken circle (1). A diffuse powder diffraction
signal is evident, indicating paracrystallinity of rhodopsin. (c )
Average of ﬁve power spectra calculated from circular regions on
the carbon ﬁlm as marked by the broken circle (2). No powder
diffraction is evident. Scale bars: 2000 Å (a ) and (40 Å) 1 (b and c ).
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Figure 2. BN-PAGE of unbleached and bleached disc membranes.
(a ) Unbleached disc membranes solubilized in 0.3% (lanes 1 /3) and
0.6% DM (lanes 4 /6) at protein concentrations of :/0.9 mg/ml (lane
1 and 4), :/0.6 mg/ml (lane 2 and 5) and :/0.3 mg/ml (lane 3 and 6).
(b ) Comparison between unbleached (lane R) and bleached (lane O)
disc membranes. Both were solubilized in 0.6% DM at a protein
concentration of :/1.1 mg/ml. The BN-gels displayed in panels (a )
and (b ) are 5 /12% linear gradient gels. Lanes labeled M: soluble
markers thyroglobulin (669 kDa), ferritin (440 kDa), lactate dehydrogenase (140 kDa), and bovine serum albumin (66 kDa). Protein
per lane: :/18 mg (lanes 1, 4, R, and O), :/12 mg (lane 2 and 5), and
:/6 mg (lane 3 and 6). This ﬁgure is reproduced in colour in Molecular
Membrane Biology online.

presence of several protein bands on the non-denaturating
gel. All visible bands were cut from the blue native-gel (BNgel), the protein extracted from the gel and re-run by SDSPAGE (data not shown). The latter confirmed the presence of
only full-length rhodopsin/opsin in all bands (R1 /R4 and
O1 /O4) except for the bright blue bands (see arrows). These
bright blue bands did not indicate the presence of protein and
were also detected in lanes containing only DM or in the
marker upon addition of DM (see Figure 2(b ); lane M, arrow).
The calculated apparent masses (Mapp) of the different
rhodopsin and opsin bands are listed in Table 1.
Figure 2(a ) displays unbleached disc membranes, which
were solubilized in 0.3% (lanes 1 /3) or 0.6% DM (lanes 4 /6)
at protein concentrations of :/0.9 mg/ml (lane 1 and 4),
:/0.6 mg/ml (lane 2 and 5), and :/0.3 mg/ml (lane 3 and 6).
Two prominent bands were detected in the BN-gel, one at
:/85 kDa (R1 in Figure 2(a )) and one at :/125 kDa (R2 in
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Figure 2(a )). Using the conversion factor given by Heuberger
et al . (2002) [58] to estimate the mass of membrane proteins
on BN-gels, we assigned the R1 and R2 bands to the
rhodopsin monomer and dimer (see Table 1). A dimer to
monomer transition was observed at decreasing protein
but constant DM concentrations (see lanes 1 /3 and 4 /6).
This detergent-induced dissociation of rhodopsin dimers
into monomers was more striking at the higher DM concentration, as illustrated in Figure 2(a ), which compares the
disc membranes solubilized in 0.3% DM (lanes 1 /3) with
the membranes solubilized in 0.6% DM (lanes 4 /6).
Under certain experimental conditions, rhodopsin dimers
(Figure 2(a ); R2 in lane 2) or monomers (Figure 2(a ); R1
in lane 6) were found almost exclusively. Similar detergentinduced dissociation of rhodopsin dimers were also observed
in BN-gels of Triton X-100 or CYMAL† -7 solubilized disc
membranes (data not shown).
Besides the prominent bands R1 and R2, weak bands
labeled O1, O2, R3, and R4 migrating at :/65 kDa,
:/110 kDa, :/175 kDa, and :/245 kDa were also seen. A
similar dissociation effect as observed for R1 and R2 was
also found for O1 and O2. The intensity of O2 decreased
while that of O1 increased upon decreasing the protein
concentration at constant DM concentration (lanes 4 /6
in Figure 2(a )). Significant differences in the intensities
of the single protein bands were found between unbleached
(Figure 2(a ) and 2(b) ; lane R) and bleached disc membranes (Figure 2(b ); lane O). While the bands at :/65 kDa,
:/110 kDa, :/175 kDa, and :/245 kDa in BN-gels of
unbleached disc membranes were weak, these bands
were prominent in BN-gels of bleached disc membranes. On the other hand, the prominent bands at
:/85 kDa and :/125 kDa on BN-gels of unbleached
disc membranes were weak in BN-gels of bleached disc
membranes.

Transmission electron microscopy of DM-solubilized disc
membranes
When disc membranes were solubilized under conditions
that preserved the dimeric state of rhodopsin in BN-PAGE
experiments and prepared by negative staining for TEM
analysis (see experimental procedures), a homogeneous
particle distribution was observed (Figure 3). Bi-lobed
roughly conical structures with a length of 659/6 Å (n/55)
and a separation of the density maxima of 329/4 Å (n/53)
represented the majority of the particles. Their morphology
and dimensions are compatible with those of rhodopsin
dimers viewed side-on.

Table 1. Apparent and detergent-free masses of protein bands detected by BN-PAGE.
Protein band label

R1

R2

R3

R4

O1

O2

O3

O4

Mapp (in kDa)*
Mdf (in kDa)**

:/85
:/45

:/125
:/70

:/175
:/95

:/245
:/135

:/65
:/35

:/110
:/60

:/175
:/95

:/245
:/135

*The apparent mass (Mapp) was estimated according to the soluble marker proteins.
**The detergent-free mass (Mdf) was estimated according to Heuberger et al. (2002) [58].
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Figure 3. Transmission electron microscopy of negatively stained
DM-solubilized disc membranes. Rhodopsin dimers are clearly
discerned on the carbon ﬁlm. The selected particles which are
marked by broken circles were magniﬁed and are displayed in the
gallery. The scale bar represents 500 Å. The frame size of the
magniﬁed particles in the gallery is 104 Å.

Chemical crosslinking of disc membranes with DSP
In an attempt to unveil the interacting domains in the
rhodopsin oligomer, isolated native disc membranes were
crosslinked with the amino-specific homobifunctional Nhydroxysuccinimide ester and thiolcleavable crosslinker
DSP. Disc membranes (protein concentration: 100 mg/ml)
were treated with different concentrations of DSP (0, 0.5, 1,
2.5, and 5 mM) for 15 h and run by SDS-PAGE in the
absence (Figure 4(a )) and in the presence (Figure 4(b )) of 2mercaptoethanol (2-ME; final concentration: 3%) in the
sample-buffer (SB). In the former, a clear formation of
rhodopsin dimers (band between the 75 and 100 kDa
marker) and higher oligomers was observed (bands above
the 100 kDa marker), as well as a continuous decrease of the
monomer band intensity (band below the 37 kDa marker) at
increasing DSP concentrations. Upon addition of 2-ME the
majority of the chemically coupled rhodopsin oligomers
migrated as monomers, leaving only weak dimer bands
(Figure 4(b )) and indicating successful crosslinking by DSP.
In a second experiment, the kinetics of the crosslinking
process at 2.5 mM DSP were explored, showing an increase
in rhodopsin dimers and oligoforms and a decrease
in rhodopsin monomer bands when the incubation time
was increased (Figure 4(c )). The majority of the crosslink
products were cleaved by 2-ME containing SB (Figure 4(d )).
In a third experiment, the dependence of the protein
concentration at 2.5 mM DSP for 15 h was investigated
(Figure 4(e )). Halving or doubling the protein concentration
used in the experiments described in Figures 4(a ) /4(d ), i.e.,
100 mg/ml, did not influence the high efficiency of the
crosslinker. DSP crosslink products were again cleaved by
the addition of 2-ME to the SB (Figure 4(f )).
To localize the sites of modification by DSP, crosslinked
rhodopsin was cleaved with thermolysin while still in the disc
membrane. The sites of cleavage are well documented
[59,60]: thermolysin cleaves rhodopsin at the loop region
between helices H /V and H /VI into two pieces. The large Nterminal fragment (:/26 kDa) containing residues 1 /240 is

termed F1, and the short fragment ( :/13 kDa) containing
residues 241 /327 is termed F2. In addition, thermolysin
cleavage also generates three small fragments from the
C-terminal end that are released into the supernatant.
Thermolysin treatment of crosslinked disc membranes and
subsequent analysis by SDS-PAGE revealed the monomeric
and dimeric forms of rhodopsin as well as the F1 fragment
(Figure 4(g )). SDS-PAGE of the same sample but after
incubation in SB containing 2-ME resulted in (i) large
amounts of F1 and F2 rhodopsin fragments (Figure 4(h );
bands F1 and F2), (ii) a drastic decrease in rhodopsin
dimers and higher oligomers, and (iii) two residual populations of monomers with different lengths of the C-termini
(Figure 4(h ); bands m). This result strongly indicates crosslinking between F1 and F2 fragments of rhodopsin. To further
substantiate these observations, the monomeric and dimeric
rhodopsin bands in Figure 4(g ) (bands m and d) were cut
from the SDS/polyacrylamide gel, the protein extracted from
the gel piece, and the extract re-run by SDS-PAGE; see
Figure 4(i ), left lane: extract from the monomer band,
right lane: extract from the dimer band (no 2-ME in
the SB). Figure 4( j ) shows the same experiment as in
Figure 4(i ), but after incubation of the samples with 2-ME
containing SB. For the extracted monomer band, cleavage of
the crosslinker by 2-ME identified crosslinking of F1 with F2
(Figure 4( j ); left lane). Valuable information on the rhodopsin
domains crosslinked by DSP and therefore interacting in
the oligomer were obtained from the overexposed silverstained SDS/polyacrylamide gel of the extracted dimer band
(Figure 4( j ); right lane). Incomplete cleavage of the crosslinker by 2-ME yielded the two bands below the dimer
band (band d in Figure 4( j ); right lane). These two bands
with apparent masses of :/49 kDa and :/57 kDa were
attributed to crosslink products between the fragments
F2Rho1-F1Rho1-F2Rho2 and F1Rho1-F2Rho2-F1Rho2 of two rhodopsin molecules.
Chemical crosslinking of disc membranes with LC-SPDP
As an alternative to the amino-specific crosslinker DSP, the
thiol-specific heterobifunctional N-hydroxysuccinimide esterpyridyldithiol and thiolcleavable crosslinker LC-SPDP was
used to treat native disc membranes. Membrane preparations (protein concentration: 100 mg/ml) were incubated
at different concentrations of LC-SPDP (0, 25, 100, and
250 mM) for 15 h and run by SDS-PAGE in the absence
(Figure 5(a )) and in the presence (Figure 5(b )) of 2-ME (final
concentration: 3%) in the SB. In the former, formation of
rhodopsin dimers was evident, but at much lower amounts
compared to DSP: this is the result of low solubility of LCSPDP which allowed only concentrations up to 250 mM to be
tested. Upon addition of 2-ME the majority of the chemically
coupled rhodopsin dimers returned to the monomeric state
(Figure 5(b )), indicating successful crosslinking by LCSPDP. In a second experiment, kinetics of the crosslinking
process at 250 mM LC-SPDP were explored, showing an
increase in the amount of rhodopsin dimer as a function of
the incubation time (Figure 5(c )). Again, the majority of the
crosslink products were cleaved by 2-ME containing SB
(Figure 5(d )). Similar to the experiments with DSP, rhodop-
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Figure 4. SDS-PAGE of bovine disc membranes crosslinked in the presence of DSP. (a ) Crosslinking of isolated disc membranes at different
concentrations of DSP. Incubation for 15 h at 48C. No 2-ME in the SB. (b ) Same as (a ) but with 2-ME in the SB. (c ) Time course of crosslinking
at 2.5 mM DSP. No 2-ME in the SB. (d ) Same as (c ) but with 2-ME in the SB. Protein concentration during the crosslinking reactions in (a /d ):
100 mg/ml. (e ) Crosslinking at 2.5 mM DSP and different disc membrane protein concentrations (50, 100 and 200 mg/ml). No 2-ME in the SB. (f )
Same as (e ) but with 2-ME in the SB. (g ) Disc membranes crosslinked in the presence of 2.5 mM DSP and subsequently digested with
thermolysin. Incubation for 15 h at 48C for both, crosslinking and protease treatment, respectively. No 2-ME in the SB. (h ) Same as (g ) but with
2-ME in the SB. (i ) Crosslinked and thermolysin-digested rhodopsin monomers (m; left lane) and dimers (d; right lane) after extraction from
gels such as that displayed in panel (g ). No 2-ME in the SB. ( j ) Same as (i ) but with 2-ME in the SB. Band labels: m, rhodopsin monomer; d,
rhodopsin dimer; F1 and F2, proteolytic fragments of rhodopsin after thermolysin digestion. The 13.5% SDS-polyacrylamide gels (a / j ) are
silver-stained. ‘/’ means sample was mixed with SB containing 2-ME (ﬁnal concentration: 3% 2-ME) and ‘ /’ means sample was mixed with SB
without 2-ME.

sin was cleaved by thermolysin to localize the sites modified
by LC-SPDP. Protease treatment of crosslinked disc membranes and subsequent analysis by SDS-PAGE produced
the gel displayed in Figure 5(e ). Significant amounts of two
monomer species with differing length of their C-termini and
F1 fragments as well as low amounts of F2 fragments were
detected. The distinct dimer band (see Figure 5(a ) and (c )) is
distributed over a series of weak bands between the 100 kDa
and the 37 kDa marker (Figure 5(e )). SDS-PAGE of
the same sample after incubation in SB containing
2-ME revealed a decrease in the quantity of monomeric
rhodopsin and a significant increase of F1 and F2 fragments
(Figure 5(f )). This result indicates successful crosslinking of
the F1 and F2 rhodopsin fragments by LC-SPDP.

Discussion
Transmission electron microscopy of isolated disc
membranes
A wealth of low-resolution structural information on membrane proteins has been acquired by electron microscopy of

negatively stained preparations [61]. We have used this
efficient and well-established approach to characterize disc
membranes prepared at room temperature from wild-type
and transgenic mice [43,62]. They all revealed the characteristic diffuse diffraction ring at :/(45 Å) 1 observed in this
study for bovine disc membranes. Therefore, the supramolecular arrangement of bovine rhodopsin in the discs is highly
similar to that of murine rhodopsin and was unaffected by the
freezing of ROS and the storage of isolated disc membranes
at 48C. Taken together, these results also document that the
power spectra of images from negatively stained native disc
membranes efficiently unveil paracrystalline structures that
are barely discernable by naked eye on electron micrographs.

BN-PAGE of unbleached and bleached disc membranes
BN-PAGE introduced by Schägger and von Jagow (1991)
[63] is an attractive method to characterize the oligomeric
state of proteins under close-to-native conditions. The results
summarized in Figure 2 strongly suggest that the major
fraction of native rhodopsin exists as a dimer. However, they
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In spite of working in the dark or under dim red light, a
small fraction of opsin was present in unbleached membranes. On the other hand, a small fraction of rhodopsin was
present after bleaching the membranes, allowing identification of rhodopsin (R) and opsin (O) as bands with different
mobilities on the BN-gel (Figure 2). Both species exhibited a
similar behavior, although opsin had a stronger propensity to
form oligomers, i.e. trimers and tetramers than rhodopsin.
This property of opsin is likely the result of a light-induced
conformational change and may be explained as unspecific
aggregation of opsin through sticky domains, e.g. the
recently identified hydrophobic patch in the cytoplasmic
face of rhodopsin exposed during receptor activation [66].
In addition, based on the recent results from TEM and AFM
on the oligomeric state of rhodopsin and opsin in native
membranes [44], the opsin oligomers seen in BN-gels may
also be interpreted as a stronger light-induced interaction
between opsin than between rhodopsin molecules in rafts
and paracrystals. Finally, the bright blue bands (arrows in
Figure 2) which stained differently compared to R1 /R4 and
O1 /O4 and did not indicate the presence of protein were
attributed to DM/CCB micelles.

Transmission electron microscopy of DM-solubilized disc
membranes
Figure 5. SDS-PAGE of bovine disc membranes crosslinked in the
presence of LC-SPDP. (a ) Crosslinking of isolated disc membranes
at different concentrations of LC-SPDP. Incubation for 15 h at 48C.
No 2-ME in SB. (b ) Same as (a ) but with 2-ME in the SB. (c ) Time
course of crosslinking at 250 mM LC-SPDP. No 2-ME in the SB. (d )
Same as (c ) but with 2-ME in the SB. Protein concentration during
the crosslinking reactions in (a /d ): 100 mg/ml. (e ) Disc membranes
crosslinked in the presence of 250 mM LC-SPDP and subsequently
digested with thermolysin. Incubation for 15 h at 48C for crosslinking
and protease treatment, respectively. No 2-ME in the SB. (f ) Same
as (e ) but with 2-ME in the SB. Band labels: m, rhodopsin monomer;
F1 and F2, proteolytic fragments of rhodopsin after thermolysin
digestion. The 13.5% SDS-polyacrylamide gels (a /f ) are silverstained. ‘/’ means sample was mixed with SB containing 2-ME (ﬁnal
concentration: 3% 2-ME) and ‘ /’ means sample was mixed with SB
without 2-ME.

also illustrate that BN-PAGE requires careful adjustment of
experimental conditions to obtain meaningful results (related
to this topic: see ref. [58]). In the case of rhodopsin, the ratio
of detergent-to-protein concentrations and the amount of
bound Coomassie brilliant blue G-250 (CCB) are critical
factors, similar to experiments with the lactose transporter
LacS [58]. The DM-dependent dissociation of the rhodopsin
dimer detected by BN-PAGE was not specific to DM but was
also observed for other detergents, i.e. Triton X-100 and
CYMAL† -7. These results are further supported by the
disruption of the oligomeric state of the dopamine D2
receptor upon membrane solubilization with 0.5% DM [23]
and by the detection of almost exclusively dimers and higher
oligomers of the latter in native, non-denaturating gels [64].
Another indication for the fragility of the native rhodopsin
dimer is found in rhodopsin’s crystal structure [33]. In 3D
crystals, rhodopsin is seen to pack as a monomeric unit
when solubilized with the harsh (compared to DM) short alkyl
chain detergent nonyl-b-D-glucoside [65].

Negative stain TEM of bovine disc membranes solubilized
with DM under conditions that warrant a major fraction of
rhodopsin dimers by BN-PAGE revealed bi-lobed particles
(Figure 3). The particle dimensions are compatible with those
expected for rhodopsin dimers (see ref. [35] for the dimensions of rhodopsin). These results from TEM also exclude
a possible CCB induced oligomerization of rhodopsin
during BN-PAGE since no CCB was present during
sample preparation for TEM (see experimental procedures).
In summary, the results from these two independent
methods, i.e. TEM and BN-PAGE, strongly suggest the
dimers observed to represent the native oligomeric state of
rhodopsin.

Chemical crosslinking of rhodopsin in native disc membranes
Only two reports on crosslinking of rhodopsin in native disc
membranes have been published in the last few decades
[47,67]. In the work by Downer (1985) [67], the observed
crosslinking of rhodopsin by glutaraldehyde was interpreted
as crosslinking upon random collision between diffusing
rhodopsin monomers in the disc membrane. This interpretation was based on the kinetics of glutaraldehyde crosslinking.
However, considering the complexity of possible glutaraldehyde reaction mechanisms, in particular its tendency to form
highly reactive polymers (e.g. a, b,-unsaturated aldehyde) of
different chain lengths [68] it is difficult to interpret these
results conclusively. Specific crosslinkers were used in the
very recent work by Medina et al. (2004) [47] who detected
rhodopsin dimers and higher oligomers. In contrast to
Downer [67], Medina et al . have interpreted the observed
rhodopsin crosslink products as a result of the native
oligomeric assembly of rhodopsin and not as crosslink
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between random collision complexes of monomeric rodopsin
molecules.
In the present work, the crosslinkers DSP and LC-SPDP
were selected according to their chemical and structural
properties and their spacer lengths according to the distances between reactive Lys and Cys residues on the
cytoplasmic surface of the current rhodopsin oligomer model
IV /V (Figure 6; Protein Data Bank accession number 1N3M
[43 /45]). Crosslinkers containing the thiol-reactive maleimide group were not considered, because of the unspecific
reactions with Lys residues [69]. Instead, crosslinkers containing the sulfhydryl-specific pyridyl disulfide group were
employed, i.e. LC-SPDP. DSP and LC-SPDP were also
selected because of their cleavability by reducing agents,
allowing control experiments as those presented in Figures 4
and 5 to be performed.
DSP and LC-SPDP crosslinking with subsequent SDSPAGE analyses clearly demonstrated the chemical trapping
of rhodopsin dimers and higher oligomers, and therefore their
existence in the native disc membrane. Among the two
reagents used, DSP was more effective than LC-SPDP,
which is plausible considering the low solubility of LC-SPDP
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and the numerous Lys residues compared to the few Cys
residues at the cytoplasmic surface of rhodopsin [60].
Thermolysin treatment of DSP or LC-SPDP crosslinked
disc membranes yielded a small set of well-defined rhodopsin fragments and not a large set of species as expected for
random crosslinks between proteolytic fragments (Figures 4
and 5). The former together with the results from TEM
(Figure 1) and AFM [42 /44] strongly suggests specific
crosslinking between rhodopsin molecules organized in a
higher order structure rather than crosslinking by random
collisions of freely-diffusible rhodopsin molecules as previously suggested by Downer [67]. The defined proteolytic
rhodopsin fragments also indicated that thermolysin could
not access the intradiscal space excluding therefore an
opening of the disc membranes by the used low concentrations of DMSO and DMF during crosslinking. After thermolysin treatment of crosslinked disc membranes, two
populations of rhodopsin monomers were seen as double
bands (see Figures 4 and 5; band m): this was attributed to
monomers with uncleaved and cleaved C-termini, which is
supported by the observation that the first part of rhodopsin
being attacked by proteases was the carboxyl terminus [60].

Figure 6. Location of selected Lys and Cys residues on the cytoplamic surface of the molecular model of the rhodopsin oligomer (model IV /V).
Red balls indicate the reactive Lys o-amino groups while the green balls indicate the reactive b-thiol groups of the Cys residues. Distances
between selected groups are summarized in Table 2. The intra- (contact 1) and interdimeric contacts (contact 2) as well as the row /row contacts
(contact 3) forming the higher-order structure of rhodopsin are indicated. For better clarity, the C-termini (labeled c) as well as parts of the C-III
loops (labeled C-III) are displayed as wires and the one letter instead of the three letter code was used for the highlighted amino acid residues.
Unlabelled balls can be assigned by symmetry. The coordinates of model IV /V are deposited at the Protein Data Bank (accession code 1N3M)
[42 /44]. The scale bar represents 10 Å.
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Intra- and intermolecular crosslinking of rhodopsin according
to model IV /V
The semi-empirical model of the active rhodopsin dimer
deposited in the protein data base (access code 1N3M) has
been established based on the packing arrangement of
rhodopsin in the native murine disk membrane [43,44]. This
model and its implication for the interaction of rhodopsin with
its regulator, arrestin, and its cognate G-protein, transducin,
have been extensively discussed recently [45]. Here, the
model is used to interpret the crosslinking and thermolysin
digestion experiments.
Nine Lys residues exposed on the cytoplasmic surface of
bovine rhodopsin to the solvent could react with the aminospecific homo-bifunctional crosslinker DSP: Lys-66, Lys-67,
Lys-141, Lys-231, Lys-245, Lys-248, Lys-311, Lys-325, and
Lys-339 (Figure 6). According to the labeling study by
Barclay and Findlay (1984) [70] all of them react strongly
with hydrophilic chemical probes with the exception of Lys231 on the third cytoplasmic loop, and Lys-325, which is only
weakly reactive. Since Lys-339 is located at the thermolysincleaved C-terminus of rhodopsin [60,71], only six lysines
have the capacity to covalently stabilize the dimer, maintaining its conformation after thermolysin treatment. Thus, the
Lys residues of interest are: Lys-66, Lys-67, Lys-141, Lys245, Lys-248, and Lys-311. The related distances between
accessible Lys residues less than 20 Å apart, determined
according to the dimer model (Figure 6), are listed in Table 2.
The corresponding possible crosslink products and their
proteolytic fragments are given in Table 3. Accordingly, the
crosslinked, thermolysin-cleaved rhodopsin dimer, which
migrates at :/75 kDa (Figure 4(i )) due to the loss of the
C-terminus, is expected to dissociate after incomplete
reduction into the following species: a monomer crosslinked
with one F1 (:/57 kDa), a monomer crosslinked with one F2
(:/49 kDa), the monomer, fragment F1, and fragment F2,
exactly as revealed by Figure 4(j ).
Among the ten Cys residues of bovine rhodopsin, only
Cys-140 and Cys-316 can react with thiol-specific reagents.
Other cysteine residues are intradiscal (Cys-110, Cys-185,
and Cys-187 [33]), are palmitoylated (Cys-322 and Cys-323
[72]), or are buried within the transmembrane helices (Cys167, Cys-222, and Cys-264 [33]). Numerous studies with
thiol-reactive reagents have shown that Cys-316 is significantly more reactive than Cys-140 [71,73 /76]. Therefore, we
have used the heterobifunctional, thiol-specific crosslinker
LC-SPDP. The distances between either Cys-316 or Cys140 and accessible Lys residues less than 20 Å away,
determined according to the dimer model (Figure 6), are
listed in Table 2 as well. Accordingly, intermolecular crosslinks can only be obtained by the slow reaction of LC-SPDP
with Cys-140 and Lys-66 that is within the range of the LCSPDP spacer length. This and the low solubility of LC-SPDP
fully explain the small amount of rhodopsin dimers stabilized
by this reagent (Figure 5(a ) and (c )). On the other hand, LCSPDP can efficiently crosslink the fast-reacting Cys-316 with
either Lys-66 or Lys-67 of the same rhodopsin molecule,
which explains the preservation of rhodopsin monomers
during thermolysin-treatment (Figure 5(e )). Most of this
monomeric fraction dissociates into fragments F1 and F2

when submitted to reducing conditions, demonstrating strong
intramolecular crosslinking (Figure 5(f )). In addition, thermolysine digestion leads to a ladder of weak bands that migrate
between the 100 kDa and 37 kDa markers (see Figure 5(e ))
under non-reducing conditions. They correspond to the
crosslinked proteolytic products predicted from model IV /
V, which are listed in Table 3.
Taken together, the crosslinking experiments clearly
document the existence of highly specific rhodopsin dimers.
In addition, the rhodopsin dimer model IV /V allows all the
possible crosslinks with both types of reagents and the
corresponding thermolysin-induced fragments to be predicted. All the experimental data shown in Figures 4 and 5
are fully compatible with these predictions.
We have demonstrated by structural and biochemical
methods that bovine rhodopsin consists mainly of dimers
and higher oligomers in native membranes. These observations are in line with our previous results from TEM and AFM
using native disc membranes from mouse. Furthermore, the
results from crosslinking with DSP and LC-SPDP support our
present model IV /V of the rhodopsin dimer/oligomer [43 /
45]. The spatial resolution provided by the crosslinking
experiments does not suffice to fully verify the correctness
of this semi-empirical model, but they strongly restrain the
possible configurations. High-resolution structural information is now required to confirm the proposed conformation of
the rhodopsin dimer and its interaction with the G-protein
heterotrimer.

Experimental procedures
Chemicals
The homobifunctional crosslinker dithiobis(succinimidyl propionate)
(DSP; extended linear spacer length: 12 Å) and the heterobifunctional crosslinker succinimidyl-6-[3-(2-pyridyldithio)-propionamido]hexanoate (LC-SPDP; extended linear spacer length: 15.7 Å)
were purchased from Pierce (Perbio Science, Switzerland). The
detergents n-dodecyl-b-D-maltoside (DM) and 7-cyclohexyl-1-heptylb-D-maltoside (CYMAL† -7) were obtained from Anatrace (Maumee,
OH, USA) and Triton X-100 from Sigma (Switzerland).
Preparation of ROS and isolation of disc membranes
Bovine ROS were prepared from fresh retinas according to Papermaster [57] and stored at /808C in 67 mM potassium phosphate
(pH 7.0), 1 mM magnesium di(acetate), 0.1 mM EDTA, 1 mM
dithiothreitol (DTT), until further use. An aliquot of 3 ml ROS at
protein concentrations between 12 /15 mg/ml was split into four
centrifuge tubes, filled up to 1 ml with cold water and centrifuged
(110,000g at rav; 15 min; 48C). The supernatants were discarded, the
tubes refilled to 1 ml with cold water, the pellet resuspended and
centrifuged. This procedure was repeated one more time with cold
water and twice with a 300 mM NaCl solution. Finally, the pellets
containing the disc membranes were pooled and diluted with 300
mM NaCl to a final concentration of 5.67 mg/ml or 6.67 mg/ml
protein, depending on the experiment. Samples were always kept at
48C in the dark and manipulations were performed under dim red
light (Ilford Iso 906 filter).
TEM and image processing of negatively stained samples
Isolated discs or DM-solubilized disc membranes were adsorbed to
glow discharged carbon support films mounted on electron microscopy grids and negatively stained with 2% uranyl acetate or 0.75%
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Table 2. Inter- and intramolecular distances B/20 Å in model IV /V*.
(a) Intermolecular distances between Lys residues at the dimer-dimer interface.
Lys residues:

Distances from Lys o-amino groups:

Lys-66A
Lys-66A
Lys-67A
Lys-67A

6.7
7.7
16.6
17.9

/
/
/
/

Lys-245C
Lys-248C
Lys-245C
Lys-248C

Å**
Å**
Å
Å

(b) Intramolecular distances between Lys residues on F1 and F2 fragments.
Lys residues:

Distances from Lys o-amino groups:

Lys-141 (F1) / Lys-248 (F2)
Lys-67 (F1) / Lys-311 (F2)
Lys-141 (F1) / Lys-245 (F2)

10.2 Å**
17.2 Å
17.5 Å

(c) Intermolecular distances between Cys-140 and Lys residues at the dimer-dimer interface.
Amino acid residues:

Distances from Lys o-amino groups to Cys b-thiol groups

Cys-140C / Lys-66A

14.2 Å**

(d) Intramolecular distances between Cys-316 and Lys residues on F1.
Amino acid residues:

Distances from Lys o-amino groups to Cys b-thiol groups

Cys-316 (F2) / Lys-67 (F1)
Cys-316 (F2) / Lys-66 (F1)

9.8 Å**
14.3 Å**

*The atomic coordinates and structure factors of model IV /V [43,44] (code 1N3M) are deposited in the Protein Data Bank (http://www.rcsb.org/).
**Possible crosslinking partners based on the spacer lengths of DSP (12 Å) and LC-SPDP (15.7 Å). Intermolecular distances of the symmetry
related B /D dimer (Figure 6) are not listed.
uranyl formate, respectively. To achieve a homogeneous particle
distribution, disc membranes (protein concentration: 0.3 mg/ml) were
solubilized in 0.3% DM, diluted 100-fold in 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.7),
150 mM NaCl, 0.01% NaN3, 0.04% DM and adsorbed on glow
discharged TEM grids. Electron micrographs were recorded with a
Hitachi H-7000 electron microscope operated at 100 kV. Single
power spectra of electron micrographs and averages of several
power spectra were calculated with the SEMPER image processing
system [77].

Electrophoretical and analytical methods
Linear 5 /12% gradient gels for BN-PAGE were prepared and run as
previously described by Schägger and von Jagow (1991) [63], but in
the dark. Prior to BN-PAGE, an aliquot of disc membranes was
bleached three times by a photographic flashlight from 5 cm
distance. Both, bleached and unbleached disc membranes were
then solubilized in 0.3% or 0.6% DM (30 min at 48C in the dark) and
run by BN-PAGE. Samples for SDS-PAGE were run on 13.5% SDS/
polyacrylamide gels and silver-stained. Protein concentrations were
determined using the BCA assay (Pierce).

Chemical crosslinking of disc membranes with DSP
Crosslink reactions of disc membranes with DSP were performed at
pH 8 in 20 mM HEPES-NaOH, 300 mM NaCl. DSP was solubilized in
dimethly sulfoxide (DMSO) to a concentration of 100 mM (stock
solution). Crosslinking was initiated by the addition of the corresponding volume of DSP stock solution to the disc membranes. All
crosslinking trials including the negative controls (no DSP) contained
5% DMSO. The protein and DSP concentrations as well as further
experimental details, e.g. incubation times, are indicated in the
results section and in the legend to Figure 4. Crosslink reactions
were terminated by the addition of glycine from a 1 M stock solution
to a final concentration of :/48 mM. The crosslinked and control
membranes were subsequently washed three times by centrifugation
(16,000g at rav; 15 min; 48C) with 20 mM HEPES-NaOH (pH 7.6),
300 mM NaCl. Samples were always kept at 48C in the dark and
manipulations were performed under dim red light.
Chemical crosslinking of disc membranes with LC-SPDP
Crosslink reactions with LC-SPDP were performed at pH 7 in
phosphate buffered saline (PBS). LC-SPDP was solubilized in
N,N?-dimethylformamide (DMF) to a concentration of 10 mM (stock

Table 3. Possible thermolysin fragments of crosslinked rhodopsin dimers according to model IV /V*.
Fragment species
RhoA

RhoA

RhoC

-F1
-F2
F2
F1RhoA-F2RhoC-F1RhoC
RhoA
RhoC
-F1
F1
F1RhoA-F1RhoC-F2RhoC

Calculated molecular mass 

Crosslinks

Reagent

52
65
52
65

Lys-141A / Lys-248A and Lys-66A / Lys-245C
Lys-66A / Lys-245C and Lys-141C / Lys-248C
Cys-140C / Lys-66A
Cys-140C / Lys-66A and Cys-316C / Lys-67C

DSP
DSP
LC-SPDP
LC-SPDP

kDa
kDa
kDa
kDa

*The atomic coordinates and structure factors of model IV /V [43,44] (code 1N3M) are deposited in the Protein Data Bank (http://www.rcsb.org/).

When comparing the calculated molecular masses with the apparent masses of the bands in Figure 4(j ) (right lane), the loss of the C-terminus
resulting from thermolysin cleavage should be considered.
Intermolecular distances of the symmetry related B /D dimer (Figure 6) are not listed.
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solution). Crosslinking was initiated by the addition of the corresponding volume of LC-SPDP stock solution to the disc membranes.
All crosslinking trials, including the negative controls (no LC-SPDP),
contained 2.5% DMF. The protein and LC-SPDP concentrations as
well as further experimental details such as incubation times, are
indicated in the results section and in the legend to Figure 5.
Crosslink reactions were terminated by the addition of a 100 mM
glycine and 100 mM DTT mixture to a final concentration of 1 mM
glycine and DTT. The crosslinked and control membranes were
subsequently washed three times by centrifugation (16,000g at rav;
15 min; 48C) with 20 mM HEPES-NaOH (pH 7.6), 300 mM NaCl, 1
mM DTT, 1 mM glycine. Samples were always kept at 48C in the dark
and manipulations were performed under dim red light.
Thermolysin digestion of crosslinked disc membranes
The DSP or LC-SPDP crosslinked disc membranes ( :/25 mg protein)
were suspended in 50 ml of 20 mM HEPES-NaOH (pH 7.6), 300 mM
NaCl containing 5 mM CaCl2 and 3 mg/ml thermolysin (Sigma). After
digestion (15 h; 48C) membranes were washed three times by
centrifugation (16,000g at rav; 15 min; 48C) in 20 mM HEPES-NaOH
(pH 7.6), 300 mM NaCl. Samples were always kept at 48C in the dark
and manipulations were performed under dim red light.
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